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Of concern in this paper is the study of the integral equation. 
00 
(l) J h(t)Ho<1>(klx- tl)dt= g(x), (x> 0), 
0 
where, g is the given function, his sought, and H 0 <1> is the Hankel function 
of first kind and order zero. 
As is well known, this Wiener-Hop£ integral equation of the first kind 
with g(x) = ei<>x and g(x) = - H 0<1) (kV(x- C) (x- t)) occurs in the problem 
of diffraction by a soft half-plane of sound waves of small amplitude; 
the former corresponding to a plane wave and the latter to a line source. 
However, the general case, as we have stated, does not appear to be 
treated in the literature. 
We use function-theoretic methods in a manner analogous to HEINS 
and MAcCAMY [l ]. These authors have already treated the case g(x) = ei<x"' 
in [l]. There they verify that the solution they construct solves (l) when 
g(x)=ei"'"', -k<rx<k. They do not go into considerations of uniqueness 
though they had informally pointed out to the present author that the 
uniqueness in that special case follows from [2]. 
Below we prove an existence and uniqueness theorem which includes 
the above cited two cases. Moreover, it seems that at least for equation (l) 
this uniqueness theorem is stronger than that in [2]. 
Consider functions satisfying the following conditions. 
(2) h(z) is analytic in the sector 0,;;:; arg z,;;;;o, o>O, and 
satisfies h(z)=O(e-ikz), k>O 
z 
(3) J h(t)eiktdt=h(r, 0), 
0 
where Z=rei0, is a uniformly bounded function of r for each fixed (j E (0, 0]. 
We shall denote by £> fJ the class of all functions h, satisfying conditions 
(2) and (3) for some positive o<f3. We can now state our theorem. 
Theorem l. Let g(z) be analytic in the sector 0,;;;; arg z,;;;;f3 and suppose 
that 
(4) g(z)=O(ei"'"),rx>-k, as lzl--+oo in the same sector 
a (5) g(a)= J g(t)eiktdt, a>O 
0 
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is a uniformly bounded function of a. Then the integral equation (1) has one 
and only one solution in the class .Yl'p, and is given by 
(6) h(x)=d'(x)+k J d(t) Jl(k(x-t)) dt 
0 x-t 
where 
00 
(7) 1 f g(t) etkt d(x) = -. e-tkx Vx dt, 211:~ Vl(t-x) 
0 
and J 1 is the regular Bessel function of order 1. (The letter 0 on the integral 
sign signifies a Cauchy principal value). 
For ease of writing we denote rei8 and ee•P .by r' and e' respectively. 
c1, c2, ca, . . . will denote constants the exact values of which are un-
important for our calculations. We shall denote the complex plane cut 
along the positive real axis by Rc. 
Lemma. 1. Let hE .Yl'p be a solution of equation (1) and introduce .the 
function f by 
00 
(8) f(z) = J h(t)Ho<1>(k(t- z))dt, 
0 
where we have chosen the branch of Ho<l>(w) corresponding to the branch of 
log w which is real for arg w = 0. Then f is analytic on Rc, 
(9) 
e small and positive, 
(10) f( -x)--* 0 as x--* oo, 
00 
(11) f(x+i0)+f(x-i0)=2 J h(t)Ho<1>(klx-tl)dt=2g(x), (x>O) 
0 
and 
"' (12) f(x+i0)-f(x-i0)=4 J h(t)Jo(k(x-t)), (x>O). 
0 
We observe that the function f is well defined for the conditions on h 
are sufficient to make the integral in (8) converge for each fixed z. The 
method of verifying this will be evident from the following. Clearly f(z) 
is analytic for - 211:< arg z< 0. f(z) can be continued to a Riemann-surface 
with a logarithmic branch point at the origin, as was shown in HEINS 
and MAcCAMY [1]. Since 
H 0<1>(w)=2i1t-1 Jo(w) log w+Q(w) 
where Q(w) is a power series in w2, we have for arg z= 0 
00 
(13) f(z-) + f(z) = 2 J h(t)Ho<1>(klt- zl)dt = 2g(z), 
0 
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and 
z 
(14) f(z-)- f(z) = 4 S h(t)Jo(k(z- t) )dt, 
0 
z- being the image point, ze-2"i, of z on the Riemann surface. Note that 
(ll) and (12) are just (13) and (14) with z=x-iO. Choose a positive e<CJ, 
where (J is the number associated with h according to conditions (2) and 
( 3), and consider the S!=)ctor - 2n + e < arg z < -e. For - 2n < arg (t- z) < 0, 
/t-z/--?- oo as /z/---7 oo, hence we may insert the asymptotic estimate 
Ho<1>(k(t-z))-cl --=- = 0 eik(t-z) (. eik(t-z) ) 
Vt-z (t-z)3/2 
in (8) yielding, 
oo h(t) eikt oo (15) eikz f(z) --c1 S dt = S h(t) eiktm(t, z) dt, 
o Vt-z o 
with 
Now 
1 1 I S h(t) eikt m(t, z) dtl < c3 SIt- zJ-3!2 dt < c41 zl-312, 
0 0 
00 00 
IS h(t) eikt m(t, z) dtl,;;:;; c5 SIt- zl-3/2 dt 
0 0 
cs OOS dt - O(J 1-1/4) 
< lzl114 sin1/4 e tan5/4 e 1 1tl5!4 - z ' 
since in the sector under consideration 
/t-z/ ;> /t! tan e and /t-z! ;> /z! sin e. 
Further 
1 h(t) eikt S dt = 0( !zl-1/2). 
o Vt-z 
On the other hand 
S h(t)eikt dt = h(1, 0) + t f h(t, O) _d_t _ 
1 Vt-z VI-z 1 (t-z)3/2 
where h(a, 0) is as in (2). Now 
IJ h(t, 0) (t _a;)3/21 < I zl114 sin1~6 etan5/4 e fltf:/4 = O(lz!-114). 
Hence we conclude from (15) that 
(16) eikzj(z)=O(/z!-114), -2n+e< arg z,;;; -e. 
We observe that we can swing the path of integration in (8) to the upper 
half plane so as to lie along the ray arg t = tJ. To see this we restrict z 
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to be in the sector - 2:n- 8 < arg z < + 8 and proceed as follows. By 
Cau:chyrs theorem the contour integral 
f h(t)eikt dt = 0 
r 
where r consists of the straight line 0 tor, the arc of the circle of radius 
r and the straight line re"· to 0, 0 <A.< !5. The integral along the two straight 
lines are uniformly bounded functions of r by the definition of class Jt>p. 
Hence A 
r f ei8 h(r')eikr' d() = rh(r, A.) 
0 
is also a uniformly bounded function of r for each A.. For fixed z and 
large r 
IJ 
r f ei0h(r')H0(1>(k(r' -z)) d() 
0 
IJ eik(r'-z) " 
= c1 r f ei0 h(r') ---;- d() + r f eiO h(r') eik(r'-z) m(r, (), z) d() 
o Vr--z o 
= C1J1 +J2 
where 
Jm(r, (), z)J ,;;;;c2Jr' -zJ-312. 
An integration by parts in J1 yields 
IJ 
I 1 eikz=r(r'-z)-ll2h(r, <5)+2r2 f h(r, O)ei8 (r'-z)-3/2d()=13+14 , 
0 
with 
Jlsl ,;;;;M(<5)Jr' -zJ-112 as r--+ oo, where M(O)> Jrh(r, O)J 
Moreover, 
IJ 
Jl4J ,;;;;2r f Jr' -zJ-312M(O)d()--+ o as r--+ oo. 
0 
iJ 
JI2 eikzJ,;;;;Kr f Jm(r, (), z)Jd() 
0 
where in virtue of (2) the constant K is chosen such that 
Jh(r')eikr'J ,;;;;K for r;;;.N and 0,;;;;0,;;;;!5, 
so that 
" JI2 eikzJ.;;;:; c2 r f Jr'- zj-3/2 d() 
0 
r-3/2 IJ 
,;;;;; C3 r tanS/2( 15 _ 8 ) J d()--+ 0 as r--+ oo. 
Hence 
IJ 
(17) lim r f ei8 h(r')H0<I>(k(r'- z))d() = 0. 
r-+-oo o 
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From Cauchy's theorem we have using (17), 
00 
(18) f(z) =ew f h(rew) Ho(l>(k(rew -z))dr. 
0 
Our earlier argument may be applied to the right hand side of (18) for 
- 2n- e < arg z < e to conclude that 
(19) eikz f(z) = 0( lzl-1/4), - 2n- e < arg z <e. 
To complete the estimate in -2n< arg z,;; -2n+e we use (13) in the 
sector 0< arg z<;e noting that g(z)eikz=0(1) there. Hence (9) is proved. 
(10) follows from (16). Thus the lemma is proved. 
We can now prove the uniqueness part of the theorem. We wish to 
show that a solution hE .Yl'p of the integral equation 
00 f h(t)Ho<1>(klt- xl)dt = 0, 
0 
must be identically zero. We introduce f as in Lemma 1 and note that 
f(z) is continuous at z=O. Further let 
F(z)=eikzV -zf(z). 
Then using ( ll) we see that 
F(x+iO)- F(x-iO) = 0, 
for all real x, so that F is analytic and single valued on the whole complex 
plane. Moreover, (9) implies that 
F(z) = 0( izl 112), izl --+ oo, 
and hence is a constant. This constant is zero, since 
lim e-tkx f( -x) Vx= 0. 
o:--+o+ 
Hence f is identically zero. Now by (12), this implies his identically zero, 
completing the proof of uniqueness within the class. 
The verification that h defined by (6) solves the equation (1) is tedious. 
But the idea of the proof is simple. We define d(x) by (7) and show that 
it can be continued to complex z. From this we continue h as defined by 
(6) and show it belongs to .Yl'p. We then form the function f(z) of (8), 
and identify with the function /(z) of Lemma 2 below. Then comparison 
of (ll) with (22) shows h to be a solution of equation (1). 
Lemma 2. Let 
(20) V- z oo g(t) eikt /(z) = e-ikz __ f _ · dt, -2n<argz<0, 
n o Vt(t-z) 
then 
(21) 
(22) 
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j(x+iO)-j(x-iO)=O, x.;;;O, 
j(x + iO) + j(x- iO) = 2g(x), x > 0, 
f can be continued to a Riemann surface with logarithmic branch point al 
the origin and for large z 
(23) 
and 
(24) j( -x)--+ 0 as x--+ oo. 
Equations (21) and (22) are immediate and (22) provides the analytic 
continuation of f(z). To prove (23), observe that in the sector -2n+e< 
< arg z < - e, an argument analogous to (but simpler than) that used in 
Lemma 1 in the same sector yields 
(25) ei/cz j(z) = 0( lzl-1/2), - 2n + e < arg z < -e. 
We extend this estimate to -2n-e< arg z<;e by observing that (4) 
permits the shifting of path of integration so as to be along arg t = !S. 
The estimate (23) is completed in - 2n < arg z < - 2n + e by using the 
relation 
j(z-) + j(z) = 2g(z), 0 < arg z <e. 
Finally (24) is immediate from (25) completing the proof of the lemma. 
We note that d(x) defined for real x by (7) can be continued to complex 
z by observing that 
and therefore by (22) 
(26) 
d(z) = j(z-)- j(z) for z = x > 0 
d(z) = 2g(z)- 2j(z). 
This equation with (6) now continues h(x), i.e. 
(27) h(reiB) = d'(reiB)+k J d(eeiB) JI(keiB(r-e)) de. 
0 r-e 
We now rewrite d(z) in a different form. For this purpose choose 
k>p,> max ( -x, 0) 
and consider 
where, we recall, e'=eeif3. Choose a positive t5<{J. Then for 0.;;: argz.;;;!S 
and A;;;. p, we may differentiate the above under the integral sign to obtain 
G_,(A, z) = ieiPw(A) + izG(z, A), 
where 
(28) 
Hence 
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w(-1) = f.~ g(e') eiAe' de. 
o ve 
k 
G(k, z) = eiz(k-1') G(p, z) + ieifi eizk J w(-1)e-iz-' d-1. 
!' 
If we integrate the last term in this expression and make use of (26) 
we obtain 
(29) 
Lemma 3. 
(30) 
and 
(31) 
2 - "" g( ') eil'e' d(z) = 2g(z) + ~ e-i{J/2 Vze-ii'Z s e de 
m o Ve(e- ze-ifJ) 
2 eifi/2 2 eifJ/2 
---: -w(k) e-ikz +--: -w(p) e-ipz 
m Vz n~ VZ 
2 eifi/2 1c 
+ --:- J w'(-1)e-iz-'dA.. 
m VZ I' 
lh(z)eikzl,;;;;; c2 as lzl --+ oo. 
Noting that w'(A.) is bounded for A. E [p, k] (30) is immediate from (29). 
Using (30) and the inequality 
(31) follows. 
We have just shown that h satisfies condition (2). We proceed to the 
somewhat complicated verification of (3). 
Lemma 4. Define d1(z) by 
2w(k) eifi/2 
d(z)=d1(z)- -.-. ,;: e-ikz = d1(z)+d2(z), 
n~ vz 
(32) 
where d is as in (29). Then 
a 
d1(a, 0) = J d1(r')eikr'dr 
0 
is a uniformly bounded function of a> 0 for each 0 E [0, 15]. 
It is easy to see that (3) and ( 4) imply that 
a J g(r')eikr' dr 
0 
is a uniformly bounded function of a. We intend to show that each of 
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the remaining terms defining d1(a, 0) are uniformly bounded functions 
of a. Now 
a 00 g( ') e'~P!!' h(a) = f ei(k-p) r' Vr dr f e de. 
o o Ve(e- ze-"~P) 
After interchanging the order of integration note that 
a (r" ei(k-p) r' Va ei(k-1') t2 ei6 f ---- dr = 2n e-"~<6-P> f dt 
o e-r' e-tP o: o e- t2 et<O-P> 
Va 2 '6 
- 2e-i(O-PJ f e'~<k-p) t e• dt, 
0 
where the last integral is clearly a uniformly bounded function of a. We 
split the range o to Va in the remaining integral from o to 1 and 1 to va. 
and observe that 
1 f ... =O(e-1), 
0 
and 
where 
a 
Jj(a)J = J f e'~<k-p)rr' drJ < c4, ()fixed. 
1 
We have 
and 
I Va tj(t) I Va t dt < C4 - dt. J [e- t2 e"~<6 -P>]2 J Ve tanl/2 ({3 -I}) sin3/2 ({3 -I}) 
Hence 
is uniformly bounded in both a and f.!, and since £¥ + p, > 0 
00 
l1(a) = c5 f g(e') e"~P!!' J(a,e) de 
0 
ooi Va 
+ CG f -= g(e') eiP!!' de f e'~<k-1'> tz dt 
o Ve o 
is a uniformly bounded function of a. Evidently 
Va l l2(a) = f - eHk-p)r' dr 
oVr 
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is bounded. Finally, 
<I 1 k 
I 3(a) = J- efkr' dr J w'(A.) e-t-<r' dA. 
0 Vr p 
k w'(A.) r<k-A>aJl/2 2 i8 
= 2 J -- dA. J ett 6 dt 
,. v'k-A. o 
is also uniformly bounded for a>O, as the inner integral is, for A. E [,u, k]. 
Thus we have completed the proof of the present lemma. 
Lemma 5. h E .7t'p. 
We decompose h into h1 and h2 corresponding respectively to the two 
terms d1 and d2 of equation (32). h2 is easily computed explicitly using 
Laplace transforms and found to be such that 
<I J h2(r')eikr' dr 
1 
is a uniformly bounded function of a> 0. It remains to consider h1• Since 
Lemma 4 assures that 
a 
d1(a) = J d1(r')eikr' dr 
1 
is a uniformly bounded function of a> 0, the required objective would 
follow if we show that 
Il(a) +12(a) = j etkr' dr (f ~ f) dl(eeiB) Jt(keiB(r- e)) de 
1 0 1 r-e 
is uniformly bounded in a>O. 
Now 
where the outer integral has been integrated by parts. 
Hence 
a-1 
il2(a)j.;;;c1 J t-le-ktsinOIJl(keillt)ldt. 
0 
For large, but fixed N 
a-1 
since 
14 Series A 
J t-1 e-kt sin 81Jl(kei8t)jdt 
N 
a-1 
< C2 J e-kt sin 6 ekt sin o t-3/2 dt < c3, 
N 
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Similarly, l1(a) is uniformly bounded. Noting that 
o 1 a f h(r')eikr' dr = f h(r')eikr' dr + f {h1(r') + h2(r')}eikr' dr 
0 0 1 
the proof of the lemma is finished. 
We are now in a position to return to our main theorem. We have 
shown that hE £fl. It remains to show that h solves (1). By (6) 
QO 
(33) d(x)= f h(t)Jo(k(x-t))dt. 
0 
Now set 00 
f(z) = f h(t)H0 <1l(k(t- z) )dt. 
0 
Equation (12) still holds, hence using (33) we have 
(34) f(x+iO)- f(x-iO) = j(x+iO)- j(x-iO), x> 0. 
Clearly (34) holds for x< 0 also, since both sides are zero there. Thus 
f(z)- j(z) is single-valued. From Lemma 2 
j(z) = O(e-ikz), - 2n <; arg z <; 0 
the same estimate can be obtained for f(z) as in the proof of Lemma 1, 
if we note that the relation 
f(z-)- f(z) =d(z) 
permits the extension of the estimate to the sector - 2n <; arg z <; - 2n + s. 
Hence 
eikz[f(z)-j(z)]=c, a constant. 
But equation (10) and (24) show that c=O, proving f=f. This with equa-
tions (11) and (22) clearly imply that h is a solution of (1). Thus the 
theorem is now completely proved. 
2. In conclusion we would like to remark that the above theorem fur-
nishes an immediate proof of the following theorems which were derived 
formally in [3]. In fact, the conditions (3.3) and (3.4) in [3] are precisely 
(4) and (5) above. To make our statements precise, consider the class of 
solutions of 
(35) 
u=u(x, y), L1 =o2j'Qx2+o2foy2, k>O, in the half-space y>O, such that 
(36) u(x, O)=g(x), (x>O), Uy(x, 0)=0, (x<O), 
where g is as before. We denote by f?li those solutions which satisfy the 
radiation condition. Then clearly the representation 
00 
(37) u(x, y)= f h(t)H0<1l[kV{(x-t)2+y2}]dt, 
0 
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with 
h(x) = 2uy(x, O+), 
holds. Let J denote the class of functions u with a representation of the 
form (37). Then from above it is evident that Pit C J. The reverse inclusion 
is not evident, if indeed true. Consider again the half-plane problem with 
conditions (36), (4) and (5) holding. But now we seek solutions in J, not 
necessarily in Pit, then condition (36) yields the integral equation 
00 
(38) g(x) = (4i)-1 J h(t)H0<1>(kjt-xl)dt, x> 0 
0 
and the following theorems are immediate. 
Theorem 2. Let j be defined by (20}, where g satisfies (4) and (5). Let 
u be defined by 
u(x,y) = l{j(x+iy) + j(x-iy)} 
i :~:+~ J 1[k{(t-x)2+y2}1/2] ... 
+ 2 ky "'L11 {(t- x)2 + y2}112 f(t) dt, 
where the * on the integral sign signifies that the simple path of integration 
is not permitted to cross the positive real axis. (see [3] eg. (3.5)). Then u E J. 
The theorem follows from Theorem I and the observation that 
uy(x, O+) = HJ'(x+iO}- J'(x-iO)} 
+ !k f {j(t+iO)- j(t-iO)} Jl(k(x~t)) dt. 
o X-
Finally, let Jp denote the subset of J corresponding to £p, i.e., u E Jp 
iff (37) holds. Then we have: 
Theorem 3.- The boundary value problem (36) for the equation (35) 
has a unique solution in the class Jp. 
Thanks are due to Professor R. C. MacCamy for his kind suggestions. 
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